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the better hilton book is out of print their paragraphs are
brief and to the point so the reader s endurance is not taxed
size wise the volume is a handy companion to the average
triple combination there are a number of references in cur-
tis and hill that are not listed in hilton s work as on page 43
under desire JS 215 unfortunately there are also many
references in hilton completely left out of the curtis hill pub-
licationli

possibly the most redeeming characteristic of the curtis hill
work is an inclusion of specific leads to hyphenated forms
synonyms and variations in tense person and so forth for
example note the following

AFFECTION see compassion feeling for
afterwards see after afterward following

the inclusion of common words such as also am a an are
art as at be etc in the main concordance or in a special sec-
tion in the back of the book mayinayluay be considered an advantage
or a nuisance according to personal preference

the problems of this new volume point up the need of re-
printing the hilton concordance if that is not forthcoming
the curtis hill book is better than none

thomasthornas E cheney the golden legacy A folk history of
1 golden kimball santa barbara and salt lake city pere-
grine smith inc 1974 xii 155 ppap 6956.95695
reviewed by peter crawley professor of mathematics at brigham
young university and book reviewreview editor for BYU studies

the events surrounding the publication of the golden leg-
acy well illustrate the controversy that followed J golden
kimball during much of his life in 1973 brigham young
university press published the first edition and then recalled
it after the sale of a few copies tiiethetiletlle second edition published
by peregrine smith inc isis a reprint of the first except for two
stories which arearc replaced by a single story not in the first
edition

in all the golden legaclegacyleracylegaryy contains approximately 90 J
golden stories and 100 extracts from kimball s discourses
replete with damns and hells and with earthy language that
was less offensive two generations ago following an opening
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biographical chapter that is largely built up from anecdotes
and bits of golden s sermons the bulk of the stories and ser
monettesnionettesmonettermonnionettes are arranged more or less by genre inin ninenine sections
eg cuss words and coffee sermons salty slips and

anachronisms tied together by cheney s running com-
mentary that provides background and continuity A concluding
chapter succinctly assesses the strengths and uniqueness of
kimball s personality

probably the book will continue to generate disagreement
among its readers once when I1 attempted to purchase a copy
I1 was told by the clerk that the book was not factual
most will find it very funny and most will agree that the
damns and hells properly belong there a J golden kimball
story without an accompanying damn or hell isis a contradiction
in terms

the golden legacy isis not a folklore study inin the usual
academic sense it does not concernconcerti itself except at two
points with story variants or the storytellingstory telling situations
there is no clear effort to distinguish folk sources from edited
secondary sources and there is no systematic discussion of
motifs or patterns inin the stories themselves it is also not a
biography of jonathan golden kimball there isis enough bio-
graphical detail to put the stories in context but the principal
questions raised by these stories go unanswered how did a
man like golden come to be how did these stories develop
and why do they continue to circulate nor is it strictly an
explication of the wit and wisdom of J golden kimball sincesincesloce
a number of the stories are obviously apocryphal cheney
mentions that the dog and pitchfork also appears in the
abraham lincoln tradition and I1 have heard a true version
of A small stream involving a local character from paro
wan utah

yet this isis an important book first it collects a large num-
ber of J golden stories a basic component of the growing
body of mormon humor but beyond this it records as the
first part of the title suggests J golden kimball s legacy
the lessons that come from his extraordinary life appropri-
ately these lessons are taught to us not by a sermon but by a
collection of funny stories what emerges from themthernthein is a pic-
ture of an earthy honest man reconciled to his humanness
who was exactly what liehelleile seemed and who had enormous
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concern for his fellow beings but little concern for what they
thought of him As cheney comments his frankness freed
himhirn from suspicion and helieite touched thousands of lives be-
cause the common saints could see themselves reflected in the
ungainly cowboy who rose to become a general authority
it would seem to be a timely legacy for some of us in mormon-
dom who tend to mix an honest desire to be a light unto the
world with the urge to create a public image hopefully
golden s legacy will not be lost on us at the very least we
can ease the burden of our public images by retelling J gol-
den kimball stories


